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ant 1.1

javadoc 1.0

Jenkins Active Directory plugin

This plugin enables authentication
through Active Directory on Windows
environment.

1.19

Maven Integration plugin 1.433

Jenkins Subversion Plug-in 1.32 Downgrade to 1.31 Unpin

All changes plugin

This plugin shows all changes (also
from dependent projects, sub-
projects, ...) for a project

1.3 Downgrade to 1.2

Dashboard View

Customizable dashboard that can
present various views of job
information.

2.0.2

Static Analysis Utilities

This plug-in provides utilities for the
static code analysis plug-ins.

1.29 Downgrade to 1.28

Warnings Plug-in

This plug-in collects the compiler
warnings of the project modules and
visualizes the results.

3.21 Downgrade to 3.20

Task Scanner Plug-in

This plug-in scans for open tasks in a
specified set of files in the project
modules and visualizes the results.

4.21 Downgrade to 4.20

Static Analysis Collector Plug-in

This plug-in is an add-on for the plug-
ins Checkstyle, Dry, FindBugs, PMD,
Tasks, and Warnings: the plug-in
collects the different analysis results
and shows the results in a combined
trend graph. Additionally, the plug-in
provides health reporting and build
stability based on these combined
results.

1.17 Downgrade to 1.16

Audit Trail

Keep a log of who performed
particular Jenkins operations, such as
configuring jobs.

1.7

Backup plugin

Backup or restore your Hudson
configuration files

1.6.1

Hudson Blame Subversion Plug-in 1.25

Jenkins build timeout plugin

This plugin allows builds to be

automatically terminated after the
specified amount of time has elapsed.

1.8

Downgrade to 1.7

Jenkins CCM Plugin

This plugin is a CCM Builder for
scanning for Cyclomatic Complexity in
class source-code files.

2.6.1

Jenkins CVS Plug-in

Integrates Jenkins with CVS version
control system.

1.6 Downgrade to 1.5 Unpin

ChuckNorris Plugin

ChuckNorris plugin displays a picture
of Chuck Norris (instead of Hudson the
butler) and a random Chuck Norris
'The Programmer' fact on each build

0.4

search  



'The Programmer' fact on each build
page.

Jenkins Violations plugin

This plugin does reports on checkstyle,
csslint, pmd, cpd, fxcop, pylint,
jcReport, and findbugs violations.

0.7.10 Downgrade to 0.7.9

Jenkins Continuous Integration game

The continuous integration build game.
1.18

Claim Plugin

Allow users to claim failed builds.
1.7

Hudson Collapsing Console Sections Plugin 1.3

Compact Columns

More compact columns for showing
last success and failure. Easier to
understand, and takes less room in
your view.

1.9

Copy Artifact Plugin

Adds a build step to copy artifacts
from another project.

1.18

Jenkins xUnit plugin

This plugin integrates xUnit test
reports with Hudson's JUnit features.

1.23 Downgrade to 1.22

Jenkins Cpptest plugin

This plug-in collects the Parasoft
C++test code stantard results of the
project modules and visualizes the
found warnings.

0.9

Jenkins CVS Tagging Plug-in

This plugin performs CVS rtag
command on a successful build.

1.6

Dependency Graph Viewer Plugin

This plugin shows a dependency graph
of the projects. It uses dot (from
graphviz) for drawing.

0.2

Jenkins disk-usage plugin

This plugin counts disk usage.
0.14

Hudson DocLinks plugin

This plugin allows you to publish
documents that are created in the
build step.

0.4

Downstream build view

This plug-in allows you to view the full

status all the downstream builds so
that we can graphically see that
everything for this build has been
completed successfully. See
Downstream build view.

1.6

Jenkins Doxygen Plug-in

This plugin publishes the reports
generated by the Doxygen tool.

0.9

Drop Down ViewsTabBar Plugin

The Drop Down ViewsTabBar Plugin
provides an alternate rendering of the
Views bar which runs along the top of
all views. This plugin is useful for
instances which have a very large
number of views and want a compact
rendering.

1.4 Downgrade to 1.3

Dump Info BuildWrapper Plugin

The Dump Info BuildWrapper Plugin
allows jobs to automatically dump
some important Hudson-specific
information into the job log.

1.1

Jenkins Extra Columns plugin

This is a general listview-column
plugin that currently contains the
following columns: Test Result,
Configure Project button,
Disable/Enable Project button.

1.1 Downgrade to 1.0

Favorite

This plugin allows users to favorite a 1.5



This plugin allows users to favorite a
job.

1.5

FTP publisher plugin

This plugin can be used to upload
project artifacts and whole directories
to an ftp server.

1.2

Hudson global-build-stats plugin

This plugin will allow you to manage
global hudson build stats concerning
build failures

1.2

Green Balls

Because green is better than blue! For
color blind support configure user
property.

1.11

HTML Publisher plugin

This plugin publishes HTML reports.
0.7

Hudson Personal View

This plugin provides a view where the
selection of jobs to this view is
attached to a user

1.8

Jenkins instant-messaging plugin

This plugin provides abstract support
for build notification via instant-
messaging.

1.19

Job Import Plugin

The Job Import Plugin lets you import
jobs from another Jenkins instance.

1.0

Jenkins Job Configuration History Plugin

Job history plugin for hudson.
1.11

Job Revision Plugin

This plugin allows you to set a revision
for the Jenkins job. The job revision is
available by the environment variable
JOB_REVISION.

0.5

Jenkins Klocwork Plug-in 1.2 Downgrade to 1.1

Labeled Test Groups Publisher

Allows test results to be grouped by
type (unit, smoke, regression etc).

1.2.6

Last Failure Version Column

Column showing the last failure
version that can be configured in
views.

1.0

Last Success Version Column

Column showing the last success
version that can be configured in
views.

1.0

LDAP Email Plugin

This plugin resolves user email
addresses from an LDAP directory. It
is not needed if Jenkins uses LDAP as
its authentication source and user
records have a standard "mail"
attribute.

0.7

Log Parser Plugin 1.0.8

Measurement Plots

Plot measurements embedded into the
standard output and error streams of
tests.

0.1

Jenkins MSBuild Plugin

This plugin makes it possible to build a
Visual Studio project (.proj) and
solution files (.sln).

1.7

JENKINS MSTest plugin

This plugin converts MSTest TRX test
reports into JUnit XML reports so it can
be integrated with Hudson's JUnit
features.

0.7

NCover plugin

This plugin publishes NCover coverage
reports.

0.3



reports.

Nested View Plugin

View type to allow grouping job views
into multiple levels instead of one big
list of tabs.

1.8

Jenkins NUnit plugin

This plugin transforms NUnit test
reports so they can be recorded by
Jenkins' JUnit features.

0.14

Performance plugin

This plugin integrates JMeter reports
and the JUnit reports to Hudson.

1.7

Hudson Performance Publisher plugin

This plugin will parse log files from
multiple type of tests.

7.97

Periodic Backup

Backup or restore your Hudson

configuration files

1.0

Plot plugin

This plugin provides generic plotting
(or graphing) capability.

1.5

Hudson Post build task

This plugin allows to execute a
batch/shell task depending on the
build log output.

1.8

Jenkins Post-Build Script Plug-in 0.3

Progress Bar Column Plugin

The Progress Bar Column Plugin
provides a progress bar available for
views.

1.0

Project statistics Plugin

This plugin provides a new dashboard
portlets and a new column with
statistics about each project.

0.3 Downgrade to 0.2

Jenkins promoted builds plugin

This plugin implements a "promoted
build" feature where a build of one job
can be marked as "promoted" when it
passes certain criteria.

2.3

Publish Over CIFS

Send build artifacts to a windows
share (CIFS/SMB/samba)

0.2

Publish Over FTP

Send build artifacts over FTP
1.4

Publish Over SSH

Send build artifacts over SSH
1.4 Downgrade to 1.3

Rebuilder

This plugin is for rebuilding a job using
the same parameters.

1.9

Jenkins Release Plugin

This plugin allows you to configure pre
and post build actions that are
executed when a release build is
manually triggered.

2.2 Downgrade to 2.1

Role-based Authorization Strategy

Enables authorization using a role-
based strategy.

1.1.1 Downgrade to 1.1

Safe Restart Plugin

This plugin allows you to restart
Jenkins safely.

0.2 Downgrade to 0.1

Hudson SCP publisher plugin

This plugin uploads build artifacts to
repository sites using SCP (SSH)
protocol.

1.8

Hudson Screenshot plugin 1.1

Sectioned View Plugin

Adds a new view that can be
organised into different sections.

1.15



 Help us localize this page

organised into different sections.

Sidebar Link

Add links in the sidebar of the Jenkins
main page, view tabs and project

pages.

1.6 Downgrade to 1.5

Jenkins SSH Slaves plugin 0.20 Downgrade to 0.19 Unpin

Subversion Release Manager plugin

This plugin provides a way to keep
track of builds by revision for
subversion managed projects.

1.2

Hudson Subversion Tagging Plugin

This plugin automatically performs
Subversion tagging (or copy) on
successful build.

1.15

Jenkins svnmerge plugin 1.1 Downgrade to 1.0

SVN Publisher plugin

This plugin allows you to upload
artifacts to a subversion repository.
This is done via a delete/import of the
items requested.

0.1

Timestamper 1.2.2

Tracking SVN Plugin 1.1

Jenkins Translation Assitance plugin 1.7

Jenkins TUSAR Notifier

This plugin provides generic
conversion for a publication into the
SONAR tools.

1.10 Downgrade to 1.9

Version Number Plug-In

This plugin allows much richer version
numbers to be created and used.

1.3.2

View Job Filters

Additional View Job Filters to provide
more ways to include/exclude jobs
from a view.

1.18

Visual SourceSafe Plugin 1.9
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